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INSTALLATION GUIDE  
 

Run water through the in-wall-pipe before installing products 
highly recommend for the new bathroom that has never been used before

1. Run water through the in-wall-pipe by opening the water valve and let water runs  
 out from the pipe before installing any parts of products to the pipe. Please use  
 any containers to block the water splash from the pipe during the run through. 
 This process is highly recommended in order to wash out the deposit or any sands 
 in the water pipe so that it will not cause damage to the products.
2. Run through process would take around 30 seconds by opening the valve all the  
 way open so that the flow will bring out all the deposits out from the in-wall-pipe.
3. Close the main valve and then follow the installation guide below.

Installation guide

2.

1.

 

Measure the height at the position that the fixing (H) in order to drill holes  

 

on the wall.

3. Screw fixing sets on the wall. Put the pipe on the bracket by using the bracket
to lock the pipe. Then put in the bracket cover. 

 

 

Drill holes on the wall. (Please be careful of the water pipe inside the wall that the 
screws are not supposed to cause any damage to the in-wall-pipe)

4. Put diverter to the end of the pipe by putting an O-ring in between.
Then, screw the pipe to the wall. 

5.
 

Put the shower hose (E) by putting the shorter nut with the diverter and the 
 

 
longer nut with hand shower (C). Make sure that the O-ring is also put between 

 

 the angle in order to prevent water leakage.
6. Hang the hand shower with sliding hook on the straight pipe (B).
7.     Put the overhead shower (A) with pipe by putting an O-ring in between 

 

 the angle to prevent water leakage.
8. Put the shower hose (F) by putting the shorter nut with the low-end of the pipe 

 

 and the other and of the hose to outlet of the Water heater unit.
9. Turn on the water valve and enjoy the Shower Rain.

Clean guide and maintenance

1. Do not use acid chemical to clean the products because it will ruin  
 the surface of the chrome plated.
2. Do not use rough surface material to rub or clean the product. Soft material is 

 

 highly recommended.
3. Use dish washing chemical mix with some amount of water to shine the product.
4. In the case that the deposit blocks holes on the overhead shower or hand shower, 

 

 the deposit can easily be removed by turning on the water and rub on the rubber head.
5. Do not adjust the height of the sliding hook by pulling the shower hose but use 

 

 hold the button on the hook while sliding hook up and down.

Guarantee conditions

1. The warranty is only for the leakage of the water valve only (diverter). The period is 
 

 counted from the date of purchase for 10 years.
The warranty is not effective if the leakage caused by mis-installing or deposit or2. 

 

 lime that caused by water condition.
3. The company will be responsible the damage that is not exceed the price of the 

 

 product and will not be responsible other things other than the product itself.
4. In order to claim the warranty, the sales receipt must be presented otherwise 

 

 the company has the right to refuse the claim.
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